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Abstract 
 

Security has become a prime concern in providing communication between mobile 
nodes in a hostile environment. Unlike wired networks, the unique characteristics of 
Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANETs) pose a number of non-trivial challenges to security 
design. This paper presents a self organized public key management mechanism with a 
mobility based Clustering for Open Inter Vehicle Communication Networks (COIN). 
Nodes that have similar moving pattern are grouped into a cluster. Unlike other clustering 
algorithms, the diameter of clusters is not restricted to two hops. Instead, the diameters of 
clusters are flexible and determined by the stability of clusters. The stability of clusters is 
estimated based on relative mobility of cluster members. In this paper we have proposed an 
on demand self-organized, public key management for VANETs based on the existence of 
a web of trust between the vehicles forming the network. This web of trust mechanism 
works on top of the cluster to provide secure routing service. 
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1.  Introduction 
Mobile Ad-Hoc Network(MANET) is one where there is no fixed infrastructure such as base stations 
or mobile switching centers. Mobile nodes that are within each other’s radio range communicate 
directly via wireless means, while that are those far apart rely on other nodes to act as routers to relay 
its messages[8]. Vehicular Ad-Hoc Network (VANET) is an important application of MANET [27]. 
The main difference is that the mobile routers building the network are vehicles like cars or trucks(26). 
The main goal of VANET is to share routing information and increase road safety. To achieve this goal 
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the vehicles act as sensors and inform each other the abnormal and potentially hazardous traffic 
conditions (25).This helps the drivers to react and prepare against sudden traffic events in advance. 
Vehicles can also drive collaboratively to speed up the flow of traffic. This paper provides an easy way 
for vehicle assisted secure information exchange without any additional roadside infrastructure and 
special technologies. 

The fundamental vulnerability of VANET comes from open peer to peer architecture. Unlike 
wired networks that have dedicated routers, each vehicle in VANET may function as a router and 
forwards packets to other nodes. The wireless channel is accessible to both legitimate network users 
and attackers. The attack may range from passive eavesdropping to active impersonation. Since 
compromising a vehicle is possible, trust relationship among them is very important in case of co-
operative driving. As a result there is no clear line of defense in VANETs from the security design 
perspective. The salient features of VANETs pose both challenges and opportunities in achieving the 
above security goals. Apart from routing the messages exchanged in VANET also influence the 
behaviour of the drivers. Depending on the information they get, they will. e.g., drive very carefully, 
and slowly in case of a glaze warning or choose an alternate route in the case they are informed about 
the traffic jam on their desired route. Adversaries could exploit this by injecting wrong messages and 
slowing down traffic or getting a vehicle free road. To prevent this kind of misuse security is very 
important in VANETs(25). 

In this paper section 2 elaborates the state of the art techniques adopted for clustering and 
security. Section 3 throws light on the mobility based clustering algorithm for VANET. Section 4 deals 
with routing security and section 5 discusses the key management service and the system model and 
finally Section 6 concludes the paper with future scope. 
 
 
2.  Background Work 
Every vehicle (node) in the VANET has to rely upon the other vehicles for routing their packets. The 
need to store complete routing details for an entire network topology raises scalability issue. The flat 
hierarchy adopted by most of the existing VANET routing protocols may not be able to support the 
routing function efficiently, since their routing tables can grow to an immense size, if each vehicle has 
a complete view of the network topology. Therefore, clustering algorithm is proposed in VANETs to 
address scalability issues. 

Clustering algorithms can be performed dynamically to adapt to node mobility [14,21], 
VANET is dynamically organized into groups called clusters to maintain a relatively stable effective 
topology [13]. By organizing vehicles into clusters, topology information can be aggregated. 

We make the following observations that motivate the group concept applied in our solution: 
1. Vehicles in geographical proximity often share redundant information such as road and 

traffic conditions. 
2. The mobility of the vehicles is spatially restricted and spatially dependent. Hence, vehicles 

in geographical proximity can navigate as a group, with the same average velocity, due to 
the spatial dependency, and with similar direction due to the spatial restrictions over a 
period of time. 

We make use of these observations , and propose to enable vehicles to form cluster. Clustering 
algorithm in VANETs should be able to maintain its cluster structure as stable as possible while the 
topology changes[4,15]. Since vehicles in a cluster will move relative to each other, and on average 
have the same velocity, a group can be represented by a single vehicle that we refer to as the 
clusterhead. This is a mobility based clustering algorithm that forms clusters based on mobility, 
suggested in [2]. The formation of the clusters is determined by the mobility pattern of vehicles to 
ensure maximum cluster stability[8]. It has been observed that vehicles in VANET may move in 
groups. This is known as group mobility [9]. Hence, mobility based clustering would be a better option 
than the other available clustering algorithms [10,16,18,19,24]. 
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We partition VANET into a number of clusters. In each cluster, exactly one distinguished node 
the cluster head (CH) - is responsible for establishing and organizing the cluster. Gateways (GWs, 
which need not necessarily be CHs) manage communication with adjacent clusters. The CHs are 
responsible for sending CH beacons in their clusters, containing administrative information for the 
cluster members, e.g., list of vehicles and GWs in the cluster. Also, GWs periodically transmit GW 
beacons to inform their respective clusters about adjacent clusters. Routing is then typically divided in 
to two parts: routing within a cluster (intra-cluster) and routing between different clusters (inter-
cluster). In case no clusters are given from outside the security part, they are formed as needed: Nodes 
finding no existing clusters create some themselves, and existing clusters are merged and split on 
demand. 

The trust relationships established between vehicles forming the network could be used for the 
provision of higher level security solutions, such as key management. In [1], and [5], threshold 
cryptography has been proposed to provide a reliable, distributive key management for MANET by 
exploiting some nodes as a trust anchor for the rest of the network. In these schemes, threshold 
cryptography involves additional computationally intensive modular exponentiation compared to the 
underlined asymmetric-key cryptographic protocols. Most low-powered wireless nodes do not have the 
resources to handle such computationally intensive operations. Capkun et al. in [6] proposed a self-
organized public key management scheme in which each node issues certificates independently and 
manages them at its repository. In this scheme, Certificates are stored and distributed by the nodes and 
each node maintains a local certificate repository that contains a limited number of certificates selected 
by the node according to an appropriate algorithm. Key authentication is performed via chains of 
certificates. However, this scheme suffers from the delay and the large amount of traffic required to 
collect certificates. Ren et al. in [7] proposed a distributed trust model based on introducing a secret 
dealer to accomplish trust initialization in the system bootstrapping phase to overcome the problem of 
delayed trust establishment appeared in [6]. In this scheme a secret dealer provides each node with a 
secret short list that includes a number of entries, each entry contains a binding of node identifier and 
its corresponding public key: (ID, Pk). After receiving the short list, each node starts to issue 
certificates for the received bindings and store them locally. The existence of the secret dealer makes 
the scheme prone to the centralized administration problems. For example, it has a single point of 
attack because if the secret dealer is compromised during the bootstrapping phase, the security of the 
whole system will be at risk. Kitada et al. in [12], and [17] considered the problem of certificate chain 
discovery by introducing the Ad hoc Simultaneous Nodes Search protocol (ASNS) to find a certificate 
chain. In the proposed scheme by Kitada et al., each node holds in its local repository only certificates 
issued to it in order to reduce the memory size and collects certificates by broadcasting search packets 
to chained nodes. The scheme suffers from high communication cost because of broadcasting packets 
with certificates. Li et al in [20] proposed a public key management scheme performed by generating a 
public/private key pair by the node itself, issuing certificates to neighboring nodes, holding these 
certificates in its certificate repository. This scheme considers only the updated certificate repository to 
reduce the number of certificates stored in its certificate repository. Hisham Dahshan et al in [23] 
proposed another public key management scheme using web of trust. In this paper, we propose an on 
demand self-organized public key management for VANETs. The proposed scheme is based on the 
existence of a web of trust between mobile nodes forming the network. The proposed scheme allows 
each user to create its public key and the corresponding private key, to issue certificates to neighboring 
nodes, within the same cluster and to perform public key authentication without relying on any 
centralized authority. The certificate chain discovery will be performed with the aid of the routing 
process.Thereby it can maintain the secrecy of the information exchanged. The novelty in the approach 
is the implementation of self organized public key management combined with mobility based 
clustering algorithm for VANET. 
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3.  Clustering for Open Inter vehicle communication Networks (COIN) 
The generic MANET algorithms have been tested under random nodal mobility, which does not reflect 
vehicular movement. Vehicular mobility is highly constrained by the layout of road network, by traffic 
control devices, and by surrounding vehicles. Vehicle movement is characterized by high rates of 
speed, producing very high relative velocities. Driver behavior has a significant impact of mobility 
patterns both in the near term and in the long term. In the near term, vehicle movements vary very 
dramatically based on individual lane changing, braking, and passing behaviors. In the long term, 
mobility is affected by the variations in the intended destination of a driver. Since they do address 
vehicular mobility, previous MANET clustering approaches have limited applicability for inter-vehicle 
networks. Even the clustering algorithms that consider nodal mobility produce unstable clusters [9]. 

Ideally, the relative mobility between a cluster head and a member node should be low, so that they 
remain in radio contact as long as possible. Low mobility nodes will often have a very high relative 
mobility with nearby vehicles and therefore fleeting radio contact. Consider a car that is parked, but idling. 
It will have lower mobility than the vehicles passing it, but it is an unsuitable cluster head because the 
cluster membership will not be stable. Similarly, if there is stop and go traffic on one side of a highway, 
free moving nodes on the other side should not choose these low mobility nodes as cluster heads. 

However, the use of previous observations of low relative mobility will not necessarily yield a 
stable clustering. Consider two vehicles that have traveled together on the same road for some time. 
One of the vehicles merges into the exit lane. Here the driver’s intention to exit conveys much more 
information about their future relative mobility, than the previous observations of this value. 

Finally, IVC clustering stability will degrade with the requirements that no two cluster heads 
communicate with one another and that all nodes be in constant radio communication with their- 
cluster heads. The distances between vehicles with low relative mobility will often exhibit oscillatory 
behavior. Examples of this phenomenon can be found in stop and go traffic; as vehicles pass through 
four-way stop signs, or as vehicles slow to navigate curves in the roadway. 

In an attempt to build more stable clusters, this algorithm COIN extends previous work in 
MANET clustering and seeks to address these limitations. Like the previous algorithms, it attempts to 
preserve cluster head election and uses mobility information for clustering. One of the contributions of 
the algorithm is its use of driver intentions as input to the clustering algorithm. Furthermore, to 
accommodate oscillatory inter-vehicle distance, the algorithm allows for limited situations in which 
radio links can exist between cluster heads. 
 
 
4.  Secure Routing 
To achieve availability, routing protocols should be robust against dynamically changing topology and 
malicious attacks. Routing protocols proposed for MANET cope well with the dynamically changing 
topology [10, 16, 18, 19]. However, none of them seem to have accommodated mechanisms to defend 
against malicious attacks. There is no single standard routing protocol that addresses this issue. Hence, 
the aim is to capture the common security threats and to provide guidelines to secure routing protocol. 

There are two sources of threats to routing protocols. The first comes from external attackers. 
By injecting erroneous routing information, replaying old routing information or distorting routing 
information, an attacker could successfully partition the network or introduce excessive traffic load 
into the network. The second and also the most sever kind of threats come from compromised nodes, 
which might advertise incorrect routing information to other nodes. Detection of such incorrect 
information is difficult. Merely requiring routing information to be signed by each node would not 
work because compromised nodes are able to generate valid signatures using their private keys. 

Detection of compromised nodes through routing information is also difficult in MANET 
because of its dynamically changing topology: when a piece of routing information is found invalid, 
the information could be generated by a compromised node, or it could have become invalid as a result 
of topology changes. It is difficult to distinguish between the two cases. 
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5.  Key Management System Description 
Trust Model 

The trust model of our proposed scheme is based on the existence of public-key certificates as bindings 
of the public keys and the corresponding user identities IDs. The certificate should also contain the 
node’s identity/network address, certificate generation and validity dates. We denote CertA→B as the 
certificate signed by node A’s private key SKA to represent its assurance in the binding of node B and 
its public key PKB. For simplicity we denote Sigi as the digital signature of node i. It is assumed that 
there exist sparse trust relationships among the nodes so that any node that wishes to join the network 
can establish independent trust relationship with some of the existing member nodes in the network. 
Each node in the network has a certificate repository to store valid certificates it issued or certificates 
issued to it by other entities. In order for a node A to authenticate the public-key of another node D as 
shown in Figure 1, it has to acquire a chain of valid certificates from node A to node D. The first 
certificate of the chain which is the certificate of a directly trusted node by node A will be verified by 
node A, by using its public key PKA. Each remaining certificate in the chain will be verified using the 
public key of the previous certificate of the chain. The last certificate in the chain holds the public key 
of the target node D. The certificate chain from node A to node D in this example is {CertA→B, 
CertB→C, CertC→D}, and the certificate chain from node D to node A is {CertD→C, CertC→B, 
CertB→A}. 

 
Figure 1: Certificate Chain 

 

 
 

System Description 

The proposed on demand self-organized public key management scheme involves four processes: 
public key and public key certificate generation, certificate chain discovery, certificate 
verification, and certificate revocation. We describe our proposed scheme in detail according to these 
four processes. 
 
1. Public Key and Public-Key Certificate Generation 
In our proposed scheme, each node generates its public key and the corresponding private key locally 
before joining the network by the node itself. Public-key certificates are issued by the nodes based on 
nodes information about other nodes in the network. If a node u believes that a public key PKi belongs 
to a certain user i, it has to issue a certificate to node i signed by its private key PKu representing its 
assurance of the binding of the user’s identity IDi and its corresponding public key PKi. Issued 
certificates to or from the user should be stored in its certificate repository with a validity time. 
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2. Certificate Chain Discovery 
In this process, the certificate chain discovery is performed by exploiting the routing infrastructure. We 
assume that a certain number of direct trust relations have been established between each node and its 
neighbors during the network initialization. The number of directly trusted nodes per node is assumed 
to be uniformly distributed. The proposed on demand self-organized public key management scheme 
work in support of an ad hoc on demand routing protocol (such as AODV [8]). Considering the 
example in Figure 2, the certificate chain discovery process can be explained as follows: 

 
Figure 2: Certificate Chain Discovery 

 

 
 

• The source node S sends a route request packet to nodes that the source node directly trusts. 
• When a directly trusted node by the source node (such as node U) receives the route request 

packet from the source node, it searches for the certificate of the source node signed by this 
node in its certificate repository and adds it to the route request packet before forwarding the 
route request packet to nodes it directly trusts as shown in the following message. 

• U→V : {RREQ,CertU→S} 
• As node V directly trusts the destination node D, it will do the same as node U and forwards the 

following message to the destination node D. 
• V→D : {RREQ,CertU→S, CertV→U} 
•  After receiving the route request packet from node V, the destination node D has the whole 

certificate chain required to recover the source node’s public key PKS. 
• The destination node D sends a route reply packet to node V. 
• Node V searches in its certificate repository for the certificate of the destination node CertV→D 

, adds it to the route reply packet, and forwards the route reply packet to node U as shown in the 
following message. 

• V →U :{RREP, CertV→D} 
• Node U receives the route reply packet from node V, searches for the certificate of node V 

CertU 
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• V in its certificate repository, adds it to the route reply packet, and forwards the route reply 
packet to the source node S as shown in the following message. 

• U →S :{RREP, CertV→D, CertU→V } 
• The source node S receives the route reply packet from node U and recovers the public key of 

the destination node PKD from the received certificate chain. If the source node received more 
than one route reply for the same route request, it will choose the route which has the minimum 
number of certificates. Un trusted nodes such as nodes E, H, and Z will not receive the route 
request packets. 

• Successful communication result in increasing trust between certificate chain entities and 
signing more certificates for each others. 

 
3. Cluster Head Identification 
In this scheme, the Id of the cluster head CH is encrypted as part of the signature to identify the 
membership of the node in the existing cluster. It helps us in ensuring the identity and to share the intra 
cluster routing information. 
 
4. Public-Key Certificate Verification 
The verification of the public-key certificate is performed by checking the validity time Tv in the 
certificates forming the certificate chain. After verifying the certificates of the certificate chain the 
authenticity of the public keys of both the source and the destination nodes is performed by the 
certificate chain from the source node to the destination node and vice versa. 
 
5. Public-Key Certificate Revocation 
Each node can revoke a certificate it issued if it believes that the binding between the public key and 
the node’s identity is no longer valid. Each node can revoke its own certificate if it believes that its 
private key is compromised. A node can revoke a certificate it issued by broadcasting a certificate 
revocation message to nodes it directly trusts. When a node receives a certificate revocation message, it 
deletes the revoked certificate from its certificate repository. A node can revoke its own certificate by 
broadcasting a certificate revocation message to nodes it directly trusts includes the revoked certificate 
and the new one. When a node receives the certificate revocation message it replaces the revoked 
certificate by the new one. 
 
 
6.  Conclusion and Future Research Scope 
In this paper, we have presented a security solution for VANET using self organized public key 
management combined with the clustering. To achieve the scalability COIN is used and it forms 
variable-diameter clusters, which allows cluster members to be more than two hops away from their 
cluster head. The diameter of clusters is dependent on the mobility behavior of vehicles in the same 
cluster. As long as the nodes are moving towards the same direction, they can be grouped into the same 
cluster. This is justified by the assumption of group movement, in which the members of a group tend 
to move towards a same destination in real life scenarios. This paper also provides a mechanism for 
performing secure routing and establishing a secure key management service in a VANET. To build a 
highly available and secure key management service, a self organized public key management scheme 
is being proposed. The idea of using the self organized public key management combined with 
mobility based clustering schemes is worth examining further by varying the parameters further, to 
establish its full potential.. 
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